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Dual Lighting Rechargeable Headlamp  

with Taillight 

 

Carelite is a Chinese manufacturer who is 

committed to manufacturing and providing the end 

users with premium quality portable lighting 

products. All our products are versatile for a wide 

range of applications whether indoors or outdoors. 

With the principle of “We make lights care for you!”, 

we will be always glad to hear your feedback and 

voice so that we can keep improving our products 

and developing new ones, letting CARELITE be your reliable partner in daily life. 

  

 

Product Description 

This Carelite Dual Lighting Rechargeable Headlamp with Taillight has 7 lighting modes: 

Low brightness/ high spotlight, white beam COB and red COB steady on, red taillight 

on/strobe/flash spread . The unique zoom function is more practical: spotlight for long-distance 

observation / floodlight for large area illumination. The red steady lighting and strobe lighting 

modes provide you with comprehensive safety.  

 

Rechargeable head light is specially designed to be 60°adjustable, each degree is very solid, 

allowing you to see the full range of vision from up to down.Outdoor flashlight has an elastic 

headband that can be easily adjusted in length to perfectly fit your head size, suitable for 

adults and children. The flashlight uses a thick silicone pad to better protect your 

head. Headlamp with taillight  is ideal for night running, biking, hiking and roadside emergency 

repairs when you are turn on the front and taillight simultaneously, ensuring your safety.  

 

Specications of Carelite Headlamp:  

Material  ABS, TPE, Aluminum 

Battery 3.7V, 1500mAh, Polymer Lithium Battery 

7-lighting modes 
Low-High spotlight; COB white-red s, taillight red 

steady/strobe/flash spread 

Brightness and 90LM-250LM-180LM-/   13h-3.5h-2.5h-24h  
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Runtime 

Protection level IPX4 Splash proof 

Lighting beam angle Adjustable 45° 

Size & Weight 
Front light 62*31*18mm, battery case 82*42*19mm; 

90g                  

Charging time 2H by Micro USB cable 

Payment terms T/T, By Paypal, By Western Union. 

 

 

Carelite Head Flashlight Feature and Application 

 

 

 

Carelite Multifunctional Headlight Details: 
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